
Géza Goldberger 

Obituary in “Közgazdasàgi Közlemények”, issued in Budapest on July 1, 1915. 
Translation by Vera Ramaty: 

Late, very late, as if on purpose, this sad news was delayed reaching us, so that our pain 
should be lessened, we found out that unforeseen destiny added a name to our Generali 
heroes. 
The distinguished, good hearted Géza Goldberger, the best person, outstanding, hard 
working employee, the devoted colleague, the perfect example of self sacrifice, the hero of 
all nameless heroes, on May 10th, in a battle near Karlikov (in Galicia), fighting for his 
country and homeland, died a hero’s death. During the fight he knew not fatigue, problems, 
or fear. He fought not as someone who came from working behind a desk, but as someone 
who came directly from a school for heroes. 
The deceased in action, Géza Goldberger, born on September 28, 1893, was barely 22 
years old when he breathed his last young breath. He was the only child to his parents, who 
lived in Trieste, who just like their dear dead son, were always most hospitable and helpful 
to all people arriving from Hungary. The sorrow toward the parents is enormous not only 
in Triest, but also here in their homeland, further more, because the sad news reached them 
on the same day when the father also had to join the army. 
The poor mother, who now stayed all alone, came back to Hungary, and her tears fall on 
her homeland’s soil for her son, and her son’s blood spills on the unfortunate land of 
Galicia. Out of her tears that join the tears of thousand and thousands of mothers, and the 
from the blood that join thousands and thousand of young lives. the greatness of our 
homeland will flourish and grow. 
Géza Goldberger, since October 1, 1912, was an employee of the Triest General Insurance 
Company. (Assicurazioni Generali). He spent most of his time in Triest, and during that 
time he remained a good Hungarian to the end, and he was an example of the Hungarian 
hard working spirit. His memory will live there and also here. The foreign land where his 
remains lay, should become his peaceful resting place, and blessed be his memory.


